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Thank you for the opportunity to submit this testimony on behalf of the National Women’s Law Center. The National Women’s Law Center has been working since 1972 to secure and defend women’s legal rights, and to help women and families achieve economic security. More than 63 percent of women over the age of 16 in Maryland are in the labor force. Equal pay is a vital concern for Maryland’s working families, who increasingly depend on women’s wages to achieve economic security. Yet, pay discrimination remains a persistent barrier to women’s economic success in Maryland, particularly for women of color, who face some of the largest wage gaps in the country.

Maryland has a proud history of taking steps to make the promise of equal pay for equal work a reality for Maryland’s workforce. From enactment of the Equal Pay for Equal Work law in 1991, to the law establishing an Equal Pay Commission in Maryland in 2005, to the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act in 2009, Maryland has recognized the importance of strong legal protections from pay discrimination and has emerged as a leader in closing the wage gap.

Strengthening Maryland’s equal pay laws was one of the key recommendations contained in the Maryland Equal Pay Commission’s report issued in 2006. Maryland made important strides in strengthening its equal pay law last session, but there are a number of employer practices that aren’t clearly prohibited by law that cause gender and racial pay disparities to be perpetuated. SB 404 gets at the heart of those practices by prohibiting employers from demanding job applicants’ salary history and by requiring employers to include the minimum rate of pay for a position in a job announcement. This bill will bring Maryland an important step closer to closing the wage gap for women and people of color.

I. **Women in Maryland Face a Substantial Wage Gap**

When comparing women of all races to men of all races, women in Maryland typically make
84 cents for every dollar made by men. Black women in Maryland make only 69 cents for every dollar made by white, non-Hispanic men. And the gap is even larger for Maryland’s Latinas, who make only 47 cents for every dollar made by white, non-Hispanic men—placing Maryland sixth in the country for the worst wage gap for Latinas.

The 16 cent wage gap that women overall face in Maryland significantly diminishes their earning power. In 2015, women’s median earnings in Maryland were only $50,635, in comparison to median earnings for men of $60,591. That is a difference of a whopping $9,956 annually. Put another way, that is equal to about eight months of rent and utilities or about 19 months of health care contributions. For black women in Maryland, the race and gender wage gap compared to white, non-Hispanic men translates to an annual loss of $21,599, and for Latinas, $36,843 per year.

The wage gap affects women as soon as they enter the labor force, expands over time, and leaves older women with a gap in retirement income. Over the course of a 40-year career, a woman who works full time, year round in Maryland, typically loses $398,240 to the wage gap. A woman would have to work nearly 48 years to her male counterpart’s 40 years to make up this gap. When we look specifically at black women and Latinas in Maryland, losses to the wage gap amount to $863,960 and $1,473,720 million, respectively, over a 40-year career.

Closing the wage gap would help lift women and children in Maryland out of poverty. Over 10 percent of women in Maryland live in poverty, with higher rates for some women of color, including a 13.9 percent rate for African American women and a 16 percent rate for Latinas. Moreover, 14.3 percent of working mothers of very young children in Maryland work in low-wage occupations. Closing the wage gap in Maryland is thus not only fair, it is urgently needed.

II. Women Face Significant Barriers to Achieving Equal Pay

Skeptics of the wage gap contend that the wage gap exists because of differences in women’s education or the occupational “choices” that women make. But a study conducted by the American Association of University Women found that just one year after college graduation, women were paid 82 percent of what their similarly educated and experienced male peers were paid. And a study conducted by labor economists Francine Blau and Lawrence Kahn found that 38 percent of the wage gap remains unexplained even when accounting for factors like race, region, unionization status, education, occupation, industry, and work experience.

The wage gap persists and, for the last decade, has remained stagnant for a variety of reasons:

A. Employers Still Discriminate Against Women in Setting Their Pay

The Equal Pay Act was passed by Congress more than 50 years ago and Maryland’s Equal Pay Act has banned discrimination in compensation for over 20 years. These laws were intended to eradicate the practice of paying women less for the same jobs as men. But although pay
discrimination is less overt today than it was when those laws were passed, it continues to flourish as recent court opinions from Maryland and across the country demonstrate.\textsuperscript{22} Indeed, women still confront many of the same biases that led critics of the Equal Pay Act to suggest that women should receive lower salaries because they are intrinsically worth less. A recent experiment revealed that when presented with identical resumes, one with the name John and one with the name Jenerif, science professors offered the male applicant for a lab manager position a salary of nearly $4,000 more, additional career mentoring, and judged him to be significantly more hirable.\textsuperscript{23}

Likewise, the stereotype that families do not rely on women’s income and that women do not need higher pay often underlies employer decisions to pay men more than women and to offer career-track, family-supporting jobs to men only.\textsuperscript{24} The testimony from \textit{Wal-Mart v. Dukes}, in which women sued the retailer for discrimination in pay and promotions, illustrates this point. Women testified that managers in Wal-Mart stores around the country explained pay differences by saying, for example, that men “are working as the heads of their households, while women are just working “for the sake of working” and to earn extra money.\textsuperscript{25} The reality is that women’s income is critical to families’ economic security, but unequal pay means that women are taking home less than their fair share.

Women with caregiving responsibilities—and mothers in particular—also face persistent discrimination in the workplace, which leads to lower wages. Working mothers still face discrimination based on gender stereotypes about mothers’ competence and commitment at work. A 2007 study found that when comparing equally qualified women candidates, women who were mothers were recommended for significantly lower starting salaries, perceived as less competent, and less likely to be recommended for hire than non-mothers.\textsuperscript{26} The effects for fathers in the study were just the opposite—fathers were recommended for significantly higher pay and were perceived as more committed to their jobs than non-fathers.\textsuperscript{27} It is thus not surprising that, in 2015, mothers who worked full time, year round in Maryland typically made only 72 cents for every dollar paid to fathers.\textsuperscript{28} Such caregiver discrimination disproportionately affects women, and in particular women of color, who are more likely to be employed while raising young children or caring for other individuals, and more likely to be the sole source of income for their families.\textsuperscript{29}

\textbf{B. Women Still Face Barriers to Entering Higher-Paying, Nontraditional Jobs and Are Concentrated in Lower-Wage Jobs}

Although the days of separate job ads for male and female workers are gone, women remain sorely underrepresented in many higher-wage fields that are historically nontraditional for their gender. Of the 25 detailed occupations with the highest median annual earnings for full-time workers, only five are majority female.\textsuperscript{30} In contrast, three of the highest-wage occupations are over 90 percent male.\textsuperscript{31} Isolation, active discouragement, harassment, outright exclusion, and lack of information about alternative job options are all significant barriers to women’s entry into these higher-wage jobs.
Not only do women face significant barriers to entering higher-wage, nontraditional jobs, they continue to be overrepresented in low-paying jobs. Four out of ten women work in female-dominated occupations,\textsuperscript{32} such as child care workers, family caregivers, or servers\textsuperscript{33} – which pay low wages \textit{simply because} women are the majority of workers in the occupation.\textsuperscript{34} One study that used the share of women in an occupation to predict wages in that job a decade later found that “women’s occupations” – those that were two-thirds or more female – had wages that were 6 percent to 10 percent lower a decade later than “mixed occupations.”\textsuperscript{35}

And nearly two-thirds of workers earning the lowest wages—$10.50 or less—are women; nearly half of these workers are women of color.\textsuperscript{36} In 2011, half of working women were clustered in 28 out of 534 possible job categories, and the vast majority of these 28 job categories were low paying.\textsuperscript{37} In Maryland, women make up more than 62 percent of the low-wage workforce.\textsuperscript{38} And more than six in ten of the lowest-paid workers in Maryland—those earning the minimum wage—are women.\textsuperscript{39} Most women paid the minimum wage are not being supported by a spouse’s income.\textsuperscript{40}

\textbf{III. Asking for a Job Applicant's Salary History Perpetuates Gender and Racial Wage Gaps}

When employers rely on job applicants’ prior salary in hiring or in setting pay, pay inequalities from past employment are perpetuated throughout applicants’ careers and qualified applicants are blocked from much-needed employment opportunities. This common practice can hurt all job applicants, but is especially detrimental to women and people of color who face conscious and unconscious bias in the job application and negotiation process and are more likely to be working in lower-paying jobs.

For example, if a job applicant’s prior employer discriminated against her in setting her pay below her male counterparts’, or the applicant previously worked in a female-dominated profession where pay is lower precisely because women do the jobs and “women's work” is undervalued, and the new employer sets her pay based on that prior job’s salary, the pay discrimination that applicant faced in her previous job will follow her, depressing her new wages. Many employers claim they need to rely on an applicant’s prior salary to know the market value of the applicant or the position. But as a California district court explained in rejecting an employer’s argument that its reliance on prior salary in setting pay was a facially-neutral “factor other than sex”: “say[ing] an otherwise unjustified pay differential between women and men performing equal work is based on a factor other than sex because it reflects historical market forces which value the equal work of one sex over the other perpetuates the market’s sex-based subjective assumptions and stereotyped misconceptions Congress passed the Equal Pay Act to eradicate.”\textsuperscript{41} Moving to a new job can be the best opportunity women have to increase their pay, but relying on salary history to set pay can condemn women to perpetually depressed salaries.

Job applicants who reduced their hours or left their prior job for several years to care for children or other family members are also penalized when employers set compensation based on
their prior salaries which are not reflective of existing labor market conditions or the applicants’ current qualifications. This penalty contributes to the gender wage gap because it falls especially heavily on women, and particularly women of color, who continue to shoulder the majority of caregiving responsibilities while at the same time serving as primary breadwinners in 41 percent of families with children, and co-breadwinners in another 22 percent of these families.42

Asking for salary history in the hiring process only compounds the negotiation disadvantages and past biases that women and people of color experience. For example, research has documented that women who negotiate their salaries are already at a disadvantage because they are perceived as greedy, demanding, not nice, and less desirable candidates, leading to lower starting pay.43 When a new employer requests a candidate’s prior salary information, they are likely to anchor salary negotiations around the prior salary, with only small room for adjustment,44 thereby further entrenching, even if unwittingly, gender and racial disparities in the candidate’s new salary.

Importantly, this reliance on salary history not only disadvantages women and people of color in negotiation and setting pay, it also negatively impacts subsequent raises, bonuses, and promotions that are tied to the employee’s initial salary. Over time, those lower salaries add up to huge losses that affect an employee’s and her family’s financial well-being and ultimately her retirement. The class action law suit Beck v. Boeing,45 settled in 2004 for $72.5 million, is a poignant example of this destructive dynamic. Boeing set the salaries of newly hired employees as their immediate past pay plus a hiring bonus which was set as a percent of their past salary. Raises were also set as a percentage of an employee’s salary. Boeing claimed it set pay based on a neutral policy, but since women had lower average prior salaries than men, these pay practices led to significant gender disparities in earnings that compounded over time and could not be justified by performance differences or other objective criteria.

Given the role that relying on salary history plays in perpetuating and institutionalizing gender and racial disparities, it is not surprising that the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) Compliance Manual on compensation discrimination has instructed since 2000 that reliance on prior salary cannot justify a compensation disparity.46 The EEOC explains that “permitting prior salary alone as a justification for a compensation disparity ‘would swallow up the rule and inequality in compensation among genders would be perpetuated.’”47 Nevertheless, many employers continue to rely on salary history in setting pay.

Employers also use salary history information to screen out job applicants which has a discriminatory impact on the composition of the workforce. Some employers automatically disqualify or compare applicants based on the assumption that an applicant with a lower salary is of lower quality than an applicant with a higher salary.48 But when women and people of color experience, on average, lower wages compared to white, non-Hispanic men, relying on salary history in this way serves to perpetuate the underrepresentation of women and people of color in many workplaces and positions.
Even when pay has not been affected by discrimination, employers who use salary history to screen applicants unfairly block many qualified applicants from much-needed employment opportunities. For example, an older individual who is laid off late in his or her career, or leaves the workforce temporarily to care for him or herself or a loved one, might need to accept a lower-paying job to make ends meet. But employers who screen out job applicants whose salary exceeds a certain amount on the assumption that those applicants would not actually accept the job if offered, unfairly block applicants’ efforts to achieve economic security. Likewise, employers who screen out job applicants with salaries below a certain threshold unfairly penalize individuals who take a lower paying job due to a tight market, the bankruptcy of a prior employer, or to work in the public sector.49

IV. Not Providing Minimum Pay Information in Job Announcements Perpetuates Gender and Racial Wage Gaps

When an employer asks a job applicant what his or her salary expectations are without providing the applicant any information about the rate of pay for the position, women and people of color lose out. Studies show that women often ask for less when they negotiate than men.50 This is true even when the women applicants are otherwise equally qualified and applying for similar jobs as their male counterparts.51 Moreover, it is a common practice for job applicants to ask for an amount that is a 10 to 20 percent increase over their prior salary.52 Given that women and people of color are, on average, paid less than white, non-Hispanic men, they would have to request a particularly large percentage increase over their current pay for their request to be on par with their white, non-Hispanic male counterparts, which they are unlikely to do given the anchoring effect of their own pay.

Fortunately, studies also show that when job applicants are clearly informed about the context for negotiations, including the types of compensation, benefits, or conditions that are negotiable, or the typical pay for the position, women are more willing to negotiate and more successful in negotiating.53 Since employers tend to anchor salary negotiations, consciously or subconsciously, on the job applicant’s first request, providing applicants with the minimum pay that the employer is willing to pay helps level the negotiating playing field and reduce gender and racial wage gaps.

Likewise, transparency around pay ranges for positions helps employees root out unlawful pay disparities. Pay transparency and requirements that employers not pay less than the minimum rate of pay for a position also help employers avoid unjustified disparities and incentivizes employers to review and address unjustified disparities between employees. The implications of such protections are real: in 2012, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals remanded a pay discrimination case for trial where an Illinois business paid all but one of the women business managers less than the low end of the pay scale and all of the men business managers at the high end of the pay scale or above.54
The much narrower wage gap in the public sector – where agencies typically have transparent and public pay structures – is evidence that greater pay transparency helps reduce wage disparities. Nationally, the gender-based wage gap for all full-time workers, based on median earnings, is 20 percent, but in the federal government, where pay rates are publicly available, the gender-based wage gap in 2012 was 13 percent.\textsuperscript{56}

Unfortunately, many employers, especially in the private sector, are not transparent about pay ranges for positions even though, according to a study by payscale.com, 85 percent of employers use pay ranges to structure compensation programs.\textsuperscript{57} Even if they don’t have established pay ranges, all employers must budget an amount for the position for which they are hiring. But when employers hold all of the salary information, they are at a significant advantage in negotiating the lowest possible salary and women and people of color lose out.

V. **SB 404 Would Play an Important Role in Closing Persistent Gender and Racial Wage Gaps**

As the wage gap has barely budged in a decade, we must consider all of the tools at our disposal, including changing seemingly neutral practices that condemn women and people of color to depressed wages. SB 404 would play an important role in breaking the cycle of wage discrimination and closing the wage gap in Maryland.

A. **Ending the detrimental reliance on salary history**

Under the bill, an employer is prohibited from screening out job applicants whose prior salaries do not meet minimum or maximum criteria. An employer also cannot ask for a job applicant’s prior salary as a condition of that applicant being interviewed or as a condition of that candidate being considered for an offer of employment or offer of compensation. These provisions will help ensure that job applicants are evaluated and compensated based on their skills for the jobs to which they have applied, not their gender or race or their apparent value to a previous employer. In other words, the bill ensures that employers pay employees for their new job, not their old one.

Importantly, the Act would also bar an employer from providing the salary history of a current or former employee to a prospective employer, to discourage employers from going around a job applicant to get his or her prior salary history. However, the Act does explicitly permit an employer to seek such information if the employer has already made an offer of employment to the job applicant with a corresponding offer of compensation; the job applicant has provided written authorization for the employer to seek such information; and the employer is only seeking the information for the sole purpose of confirming the prior salary information already volunteered by the job applicant.

While under the Act, a job applicant would still be allowed to voluntarily disclose her prior salary to the prospective employer, the bill will ensure that she will not be screened out of a job.
opportunity or condemned to depressed wages due to gender and racial inequalities or factors unrelated to an applicant’s fit for the job.

B. Requiring posting of the minimum rate of pay for a position

SB 404 would also require employers to include in job announcements the minimum pay for the job and would prohibit the employer from paying the candidate who is hired for the position less than the wages indicated in the job announcement. Employers know the range they are willing to pay for a position based on their budget. This bill simply requires employers to be transparent about the floor—the minimum rate of pay for a particular position.

SB 404 helps create a more level playing field for negotiating pay to ensure that women and people of color are paid a fair salary based on what the job is worth. This provision builds on Maryland’s commitment to pay transparency and is a crucial addition to the pay transparency protections Maryland enacted last year to ensure employees can discuss their pay with each other free from fear of retaliation.

VI. Requesting Salary History Information and Not Providing Applicants with Pay Information Are Not Necessary or Good Business Practices.

SB 404 would not only benefit working people in Maryland, it would put an end to business practices that, while common, are neither necessary nor good for employers’ bottom line. Companies like Google have foregone the practice of relying on salary history, opting instead to “figure out what the job is worth, not the person.” Although employers may like to obtain as much information as possible in the hiring process, a job applicant’s prior salary does not determine a job’s market value. Many companies keep detailed information about pay ranges for a large variety of jobs in a variety of geographic regions. And most large corporations already have set ranges for a job’s pay.

Nor does past salary demonstrate a job applicant’s worth. As discussed above, it can often be misleading. Employers are better served by evaluating job applicants’ experience, skills, accomplishments, track record, and the responsibilities they will be assuming to determine their value. Moreover, when employees are paid fairly, research shows that their morale and retention improves and they tend to be more focused, dedicated, and productive, helping the employer’s bottom line.

In addition, the discriminatory impact of screening out job applicants based on their prior salary reduces the pool of diverse talent available to an employer directly undermining employer efforts to diversify their workforce. But a diverse workforce and equitable employment practices can confer a wide array of benefits on a company, including decreased risk of liability, access to the best talent, increased employee satisfaction and productivity, increased innovation, an expanded consumer base, and stronger financial performance.
Likewise, transparency around the minimum rate of pay for a position benefits employers’ bottom line because it increases the likelihood that employees will believe they are paid fairly, which in turn promotes employee engagement and productivity. In addition, this practice can make the hiring process more efficient. Employers often contend that they need to ask job applicants for their prior salary or desired pay so as to not “waste time” interviewing someone who would not accept the position because the salary is too low. By including the minimum rate of pay in the job announcement, these candidates will likely opt-out entirely and not apply. As a result, applicants will be better matched to job opportunities without the risk of introducing information into the hiring process that perpetuates gender and racial wage gaps.

VII. **By passing SB 404, Maryland Would Join a Growing Chorus of States Seeking to Ban the Salary History Question**

In 2015, the federal Office of Personnel Management issued a new policy discouraging government agencies from considering candidates’ prior salary in setting their pay. The policy memo explained that “[r]eliance on existing salary to set pay could potentially adversely affect a candidate who is returning to the workplace after having taken extended time off from his or her career or for whom an existing rate of pay is not reflective of the candidate’s current qualifications or existing labor market conditions.”

In August of 2016, the Massachusetts legislature unanimously passed, and Governor Charlie Baker signed into law, an equal pay bill that, among other provisions, bans employers from seeking a job applicant’s prior salary history before extending a job offer. The Massachusetts bill was enacted not only with strong bipartisan support, but with the support of many in the Massachusetts business community, including the Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce, and the Marlborough and Metrowest Chambers of Commerce.

Since the passage of Massachusetts’ law, there has been a groundswell of support for bringing an end to employer reliance on prior salary information. In September 2016, California amended its equal pay act to state that “prior salary cannot, by itself, justify any disparity in compensation.” And more recently, the mayors of New York City and New Orleans and the Governor of New York state signed Executive Orders blocking public agencies from asking about an applicant’s previous compensation before extending a job offer. In January 2017, Philadelphia became the first city to ban public and private employers from relying on salary history in setting pay.

A growing number of state legislatures are considering legislation prohibiting employers from seeking salary history, including Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Montana, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Texas. And California and Massachusetts have considered legislation requiring employers to provide job applicants or employees with the minimum rate of pay for a position or the pay scale. Finally, at the federal level, District of Columbia Delegate, Eleanor Holmes Norton,
introduced legislation in September 2016 that would prohibit employers from screening job applicants based on their prior salary or requesting job applicants’ prior salary information.  

VIII. Minor Modifications to SB 404 Would Further Strengthen Its Protections

SB 404 could be strengthened by making a few minor modifications. Although a job applicant may suffer real harm by being screened out of a job opportunity or paid depressed wages due to an employer’s reliance on her prior salary, the bill does not provide a mechanism for a victim to file a complaint or be compensated for her damages. Amending the bill to allow a job applicant to file a complaint with the Commissioner of Labor and Industry and file an action in court and to provide for damages if a violation is established will ensure that victims are made whole and employers are adequately deterred from violating the law.

VIV. Conclusion

Stopping employers from asking about salary history and requiring them to provide minimum rate of pay information are important steps to close the wage gap. And since the wage gap has barely budged in more than a decade, we need to take action now. We urge the members of this Committee to once again stand up for working people in Maryland by supporting SB 404.
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